Abstract. The deformation of blades effected by gust would endanger the safety of wind turbine. Based on blades elastic deformation theory ,We established a model of blades rotation transient response ,studied the characteristics of blades transient response effected by gust, and confirmed the procedure of blades response to gust.
Introduction
Helicopter rotor always has to withstand gust wind when they are operating. High speed of gust would cause greater overload to helicopter rotor blades, which influences material load-carrying capability in negative way and would damage blades in advance. Consequently, during manufacture and service stages, the response characteristics of blades must be considered in order to ensure application security.
Blades transient response model
Blades response characteristics of gust prove to be a complex elastic deformation process. We applied the finite rotation beam theory to deal with problem of blades elastic deformation, established a kind of elaborate blade dynamics model [1] using finite element method (FEM) in which We considered composite blades characteristics, key structure design parameters of blade (angle of cone, torsion angle, sweepback angle and etc), typical hub configuration characteristics and waving, pendulum vibration, torsion coupled motions and nonlinear deformation. When building the stain energy part, we introduced Danielson -Hodges generalized stain definition to decouple the three-dimensional nonlinear composite blades analysis into two-dimensional linear profile analysis and one-dimensional nonlinear analysis. While building the kinetic energy part, we introduced Hartenberg-Denarit augmented transformation matrix and raised a new recursion method on finding position vector of arbitrary point on a blade under the inertial coordinate system. Finally, according to the Hamilton principle, we established an nonlinear implicit dynamics equation in the form of generalized force.
Model constructions

Strain energy item
Considering the hypothesis of micro strain and using Danielson -Hodges definition, stress and strain force and moment of strain would respectively be: 
Matrix T refers to profile stiffness matrix and could be calculated by using Giavotto [2] . By substituding strain-displacement relationship into the expression of elastic potential energy, we could separate every elastic generalized force caused by the elastic potential energy. Then partial derivation of every generalized force in every generalized coordinates is solved, and we could gain stiffness matrix caused by elastic potential energy.
the aerodynamic force Item
If on the inertial coordinates any blade variable axis point velocities are avaiable and rotor plane airflow is projected onto the same inertial coordinate system, we could calculate relative local airflow velocity of arbitrary point on blade variable axis and then transform it into deformed coordinate system to gain the velocity composite. According to Leishman -Beddoes two-dimensional unsteady and dynamic stall model, we could calculate the blade section flow velocity and angle of attack, and then calculate the section lift, resistance and pitch moment, finally calculate virtual work of aerodynamic force and generalized force created by aerodynamic force.
Aerodynamic lift L, resistance D and moment M, respectively are:
Aerodynamic force in the hub rotating coordinates could be expressed as:
Virtual work variation done by Air power F A and moment M A could be expressed as:
blade dynamical equation
By using Hamilton principle, rotor system motion equation would be:
Introducing Chopra finite element method (FEM) to scatter the 15 degrees of freedom of beam element and to gather kinetic energy strain energy and aerodynamic virtual work, we could gain blade implicit nonlinear dynamics differential equation based on generalized force, which could be expressed as follow:
gravity item
Blade gravity couldn't be ignored, while we deal with problems like blade raising or dropping. External work caused by blade gravity would be:
generalized force generated by blade gravity would be:
Calculation results and analysis
Based on the above theoretical analysis, a certain type of blade response characteristics effected by gust could be calculated . Figure 1 shows changes of blade tip waving quantity during starting process. In this process, because of low rotate speed and small centrifugal force, the blade tip expresses wide waving movement effected by gust. with the increase of rotational speed, centrifugal force also increases, under the effect of centrifugal force, waving range decreases gradually and tends to a stable range. 
Conclusion
Results show that if suddenly suffering great gust wind, the 4 blades waving quantity would be disorder, some blades initial waving quantity are much greater, after a period of time, waving quantity is gradually stabilized.
